An ESVAGT SOV can be customised to meet all demands in offshore wind parks.
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The SOV is the "swiss army knife" in
offshore wind
ESVAGT’s unique Service Operation Vessel (SOV) concept
combines task, opportunity and function into one.
ESVAGT’s SOV concept, with service vessels permanently stationed in
offshore wind parks, streamlines operations on offshore wind energy farms by
combining a range of solutions into one single concept.
"The SOV concept is for the offshore wind energy industry what the swiss
army knife is for the pocket knife," says Rune Østergaard, Head of Commercial

Wind for ESVAGT:
"The SOV is a tool that makes it possible to perform a wide range of tasks
efficiently, safety and operationally economically. An SOV serves both as a
base and office for technicians, who also enjoy access to a fully equipped
workshop and stores. Should the customer choose to equip the vessel with a
Safe Transfer Boat (STB12 or STB15), the crew also gains a Daughter Craft
with room for at least 8 passengers that is also approved for sailing into port
for crew changes or for collecting goods or spare parts. SOVs with Safe
Transfer Boats make external CTV solutions superfluous and wind turbine
farm owners can also reduce expenditure on base operations and
warehousing significantly," says Rune Østergaard.
Apart from being economical in operations and efficient, the SOV concept is
also extremely flexible. SOVs come in all sizes and can be equipped to
perfectly suit all needs:
"The SOV offers a wide scope for flexibility and options for additions or
reductions: Walk-to-work boarding system, helideck and the choice of Safe
Transfer Boats from STB7 to STB15 as well as cranes in various sizes. There
are concepts for ROV and drone inspections - and we have yet to hear of a
need that the SOV has not been able to meet," says Rune Østergaard.

About ESVAGT
ESVAGT is a dedicated provider of safety and support at sea and a market
leader within offshore wind solutions.
We support the offshore Oil & Gas industries with a wide range of specialized
services: Standby, Emergency Response and Resque Vessels (ERRV), Oil spill
response, Firefighting, Tanker assists, Rig moves, Supply services and
Interfield transfer of cargo and personnel.
We service offshore wind farms and have a fleet of dedicated Service
Operation Vessels (SOV), which Esvagt pioneered in 2010. The SOVs provide
accommodation for technicians, spare time facilities, offices and conference
room, storage for small turbine parts, workshops, etc. The SOV offers
flexible personnel and equipment transfer capabilities by either Walk-toWork gangway system or Safe Transfer Boats.

ESVAGT was founded in 1981 and has a fleet of more than 40 vessels and
approximately 900 employees on- and offshore.
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